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We are thankful to our underwriters for their generous gifts to the Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. Their generosity
makes it possible for thousands of Kentuckians to experience the speakers and Chautauqua performers offered by the
Kentucky Humanities Council.
Ifyou or your company are interested in supporting one of the many programs offered by the Kentucky Humanities
Council, please contact Executive Director Virginia Carter at 859.257.5932 or virginia.smith@uky.edu.
Forthe '.upport of Speakers Bureauand Kentucky Chautauqua programs
iriHazard, PerryCounty and surrounding counties:
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In Lexington, forthe support of speakers Bureauand Kentucky Chautauqua
programs in Fayene ar)d surrounding counties:
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Forthe support of Kentucky Chautauqua throughout the Commonwealth:
HONORABLE ORDER OF
KENTUCKY COLONELS
Forthe support of Kentucky Chautauqua programs in Kentucky schools:
Ire*
the People
Forthe support ofSpeakersBureauand Kentucky Chautauqua programs
in Jefferson and surrounding counties:
Q BROWN-FORMAN
Forthe support ofSpeakersBureauand Kentucky Chautauqua programs
in Knoxand surrounding counties:
UNION COLLEGE
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The Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. is
an independent, nonprofit corporation
affiliated with the National Endow
ment for the Humanities. The Council is
supported by the National Endowment
and private contributions. We are not a
state agency, and we do not receive state
funds. We are, however, a proud partner
of Kentucky's Tourism, Arts, and Heritage
Cabinet.
In addition to sharing the unique
experience of Kentucky Chautauqua and
the diverse knowledge of our Speakers
Bureau, the Kentucky Humanities Council
celebrates literacy by bringing PRIME TIME
Family Reading Time* to libraries across
the Commonwealth, produces Kentucky
Humanities magazine, and brings Smith
sonian Institution traveling exhibits to
community museums throughout the
state.





Search for Kentucky Humanities
Council, Inc. and become a fan
In this Catalog
This catalog highlights forty Kentucky scholars and writers offering presentations on
a variety of topics, including history, music, and culture. In addition, there are twenty
Kentucky Chautauqua* historical dramatists who tell the stories of Kentucklans who
made great contributions to the Commonwealth. These programs are powered by the
passion ofourspeakers and Chautauquans for the stories theyhave to share. Schedule a
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IntroductionTheKentucky Humanities Council's Whole Hunnanities Catalog is your source for everything
from music and Kentucky's role inthe Civil Warto Muhammad Ali and bourbon in the Blue-
grass. Our lineup includes a dynamic group of writers, scholars, and historians eager to
share their knowledge of the Commonwealth. Adescription of each talk is provided to
assist you in finding the speaker who best fitsyour needs.
Some presenters have additional equipment needs.
Ifyou see
Projection screen









* Umlt two per season,
see guidelines below




• Speakers are available to community groups anywhere
in Kentucky. Minimum audience size: 25 adults.
• A non-profit organization is limited to two reduced-
cost Speakers Bureau programs, or one speaker and one
Kentucky Chautauqua® performance, each season (August
through July)
• The Speakers Bureau is not available at reduced cost
to college sponsors as part of course credit. It is available at
full cost ($300) to these groups and for-profit organizations.
There is no full-cost limit.
• Admission to Speakers Bureau programs must be free if
you are hosting a reduced-cost event. Admission may be
charged at full-cost programs.
• The Kentucky Humanities Council pays each speaker's
honorarium and travel directly. Sponsors are responsible
for overnight accommodations, if needed.
• All "featured speakers" will travel statewide. Those listed
under"more speakers"may, as noted in the listings, restrict
their travel to certain regions.
• This booking season will end July 31, 2011. Apply early
to get your event on the calendar. Application instructions
and forms are on pages 32 and 33 of the catalog.
• An assisted-llstening device for people with hearing loss
is available from the Kentucky Humanities Council. Your
sponsor's packet will include instructions.
For more information: Catherine Ferguson, 859.257.5932 or catherine.ferguson@uky.edu









KilroyWas Here: Children on the Home Front
in World War II T
Award-winning writer and colunnnist, Constance Alexander tells
the story of one Kentucky family during World War II. Inspired
by a series of oral history interviews, Kilroy revives a bygone era
through letters from GIs, a recipe, a jump rope rhyme, and radio
ads. Kentuckystate historian James Klotter says Kilroy"... wonder
fully relates the humor, pathos, the meaning of war in another
time, and of lessons to be learned, even yet."Veteran journalist
and World War II veteran Al Smith says that Kilroy signifies"... a
first-hand witness to the emotions and artifacts of that era, from
ration stamps to Movie Tone news and gold star mothers." Ms.
Alexander's presentation features excerpts from her book, Kilroy
WasHere,and allows time for Q&A about how oral history can be
used to capture important family and community stories.
Who Needs June Cleaver? ^
Constance Alexander's weekly newspaper column has been
recognized for excellence by the Kentucky Press Association
and the Pew Center for Civic Journalism. This talk provides
insights into the role of columnist/commentator and offers
perspectives on the shift to a twenty-four-hour news cycle in
which local news is relegated to online message boards and
blogs. In twenty-one years of writing her popular column.
Main Street, Ms. Alexander has found that readers' favorites
are her tales of growing up in a small town in the 1950s and
1960s. Her presentation features excerpts from her memoir.
Who Needs June Cleaver?, which Louisville's Courier-Journal
describes as a "rich collection of commentaries" written in a












Kentucky's Unbridled and Uncommon Natural
Heritage
Kentucky has a unique and beautiful natural world.Join us as we travel
around the Commonwealth in search of what makes Kentucky unique.
Kentucky has more miles of freshwater streams than any state except
Alaska, resulting in more freshwater fish than any state except Tennes
see and Alabama. The Commonwealth has more natural arches than
any state except Utah.View outstanding photography showcasing the
best Kentucky has to offerfrom beautifulmountain vistasto southern
swamps, from tiny wildflowers to showy waterfalls, and from large
antlered animals to creepy, crawly creatures. Learn about a Kentucky
you never knew and why its natural world may be in peril.
WildflowerMyths and Realities I
Did you knowthat poison hemlock isso toxic that just three leaves will
kill you?Or perhaps you enjoy a dose of"pokesalad"in the spring,or go
on the annual"dry land fish" hunt. Barnes, author of Rare Wildflowers of
Kentucky, says humans and plants have a fescinating history: we have
affected plants through artificial selection and plants have affected us.
Barnestells many plant stories and discusseswhat is happening to rare
plants in Kentucky.
Caring for Creation: Scriptures and
Environmental Stewardship B
Kentucky's lossof 130 acres per day to development and global warm
ing will alter the environment in ways we could never envision. Who is
responsibleforthisassaulton nature?Manybelievethat the Christian and
Jewish religions, which preach man's"dominion" over creation,deserve a
large part of the blame. Infact,there isempirical evidence that supports
thisthesis,but what isoften overlookedisthat religion alsoholdsthey key
to protecting nature. Learn what scripture really has to say about caring
for God's creation, including the unbridled natural beauty and diversity
of Kentucky.









The Underground Railroad: African-American
Self-Liberation in the Kentucky and
Ohio Borderlands
This talk draws on new research from runaway slave ads to
describe the Underground Railroad movement as the primary
democratizing social force in American history and culture.
Enslaved African Americans started the Underground Railroad
movement as an unplanned effort to free themselves. It evolved
into an unspoken partnership between people of different
ethnicities, perspectives, statuses, and life chances. The move
ment is the clearest collective example of the ideals of freedom
and democracy as expressed in the Declaration of Independence,
the Bill of Rights,and the Constitution. The Ohio River Borderlands
was the setting of many Underground Railroad events and legal
battles which shaped the Americawe know today.
African Americans in the United States
Military: From the Revolutionary War
to the War in Vietnam HA
This talk focuses on the role of African Americans in the U.S.
Military from the Revolutionary War to the War in Vietnam.
The independence movement leading to the Revolution
ary War was an indirect result of the American experiment of
enslavement. After emancipation, African Americans, legally
free, quasi-citizens; played crucial roles in the Indian Wars,
World Wars I and II, the Korean War, and the War in Vietnam.
Their contributions and sacrifices abroad did not immediate
ly result in greater freedoms and opportunities at home. This
aspect of American history is just beginning to be portrayed
and acknowledged in telling America's story.
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in Kentucky CiVIL WAR I
In this multimedia presentation, Brown will demonstrate
the influences of slavery on Abraham Lincoln's early years in
Kentucky. A National Park Service research grant made it
possible for Brown to document slave-owning neighbors and
Underground Railroad activity in all of Kentucky.
Abraham Lincoln: Exploring Greatness B
Abraham Lincoln's formative years in Kentucky had a lasting in
fluence on his life, shaping him into the man he was destined to
become. Primary documents from recent research into hisfather's
land speculation offer insights into the turbulent years spent in
Kentucky. Excerpts from a research paper, "The Misunderstood
MaryTodd Lincoln," counter charges of insanity and explain how
her immersion in Kentucky politics proved invaluable to Lincoln's
political career.
Grab a Glut: Pioneer Life in Kentucky
Grab a glut, hang on to that froe and let's rive some shingles:
This is an interactive talk about pioneer life and early Kentucky
history. Learn about Kentucky's native son, Abraham Lincoln, his
rail splitting skills, the clothes he wore, the food he ate, and how









African, African-American Musical Connections
in Appalacliia |_L
In this talk/demonstration, Bullock explores the connections
between African-American and Appalachian music. Beginning
with African musical heritage, she moves to the United States,
revealing the origins of African-American folk songs, spirituals,
work songs and blues and their substantial influence on Appala
chian culture. Through stories and songs, she invites the audience
to explore and participate in the exciting musical experiences
shared by African-American and Appalachian cultures.
Singing In the Spirit: The African American
Sacred Music Tradition
Spirituals and gospel music are much more than pleasing
songs to listen to — they are powerful representations of the
triumphant spirit and faith that have defined African-American
music and people. Bullock takes the audience on a musical
journey from West Africa, through the middle passage, to the
North American shores where the African-American culture
was forged. Through songs, stories, and performance, this par
ticipatory program lets the audience experience the beauty,













The Songs that Johnny Reb and
Billy YankSang CiVIL WAR
This 50-mlnute program offers a lively presentation with
recordings of some of the most popular songs from the North
and South during the American Civil War. Claypoo! discusses
the origins, importance, and placement in historical context of
each song.
The Derby: A Celebration of Kentucky
and its Heritage
Claypool traces the origins and development of the Kentucky
Derby, the world's most famous horse race and a powerful
influence on Kentucky society and culture. He will use memo
rabilia collected during his decades-long passion for the race.
Rascals, Heroes and Just Plain
Uncommon Folks from Kentucky
In this talk, Claypool will profile a choice selection of the many
colorful Kentuckians — male and female, noted and notorious —
whose stories make our history so interesting and entertaining.
The format of the program contains an exciting and stimulating
surprise for the audience.













Kentucky is said to be the buckle on the Southern Protestant
Bible Belt. Yet the Bluegrass State's most famous product is
bourbon whiskey, allegedly invented by a Baptist preacher
from Georgetown. Craig will tell the story of the origins of"This
Hosesome Beverage," which was so meilow that the legislature
considered banning it. Lawmakers feared It would make "even
women" imbibers.
True Tales of Old-Time Kentucky Politics:
Bombast, Burgoo, and Bourbon
These three Bs once dominated Kentucky politics. Craig begins
this talk by examining each of these spicy ingredients in turn.
He ends by relating a tale that combines all three and brings to
mind James H. Mulligan's famous poem, "In Kentucky," where
"politics are the damnedest."








The Holt House: Saving Irreplaceable
History |
Dyer's talk is a perspective on Judge Joseph Holt's home, its
many mysteries, legends, and historic events, and the immense
project to acquire and restore it to its antebellum splendor that
is underway today. The Holt House has won acknowledgments
from Preservation Kentucky as one of the "Most Endangered
Historic Places in Kentucky." With acquisition complete, the
Holt House is now the people's home to share with Kentucky
and the nation, the only home connected to Judge Joseph
Holt that tells the complete story of the Lincoln Assassination
ConspiracyTrial.
Lincoln's Advocate: The Lifeof Judge Joseph Holt
Civil War • f A
The story of Judge Joseph Holt has not been told until now.
Holt has been brought back in the biography, Lincoln's
Advocate: The Life of Judge Joseph Holt. Dyer's book focuses on
the personal side of Holt, his sharing the love of two beautiful
Kentucky women whom he love dearly and lost in death as well
as the stories that happened one hundred and sixty years ago.
The remarkable journey of Joseph Holt's humble beginnings,
personal life, contributions, and instrumental work of keeping
Kentucky in the Union during the Civil War will give listeners
a clear idea of what life was like, as they learn how President
Lincoln recognized Joseph Holt's talents at the beginning of
the Civil War when Holt was serving as Secretary of War under
President Buchanan. Lincoln appointed Holt as the first-ever
Judge Advocate General. After the assassination, Holt would
have the responsibility of prosecuting the conspirators who
had slain the very president who had appointed him to that
office.







Great War's Greatest Hero?
No less an authority than American Expeditionary Forces com
mander John J. Pershing declared that Samuel Woodfill was
"the best soldier in the A.E.F." Why is it, then, that Sergeant
Woodfill stands in the shadow of World War I hero Alvln York?
Elliott will answer that question, tell of the exploits that earned
the FortThomas native his nation's highest military honor, and
relate the sad tale of Woodfill's post-war life.
Irvin S. Cobb — Kentuckian
One of America's most outstanding journalists, Irvin S. Cobb
is the author of many memorable quotes. Among them:
"being a New Englander is a chore and being a Virginian Is a
profession, but being a Kentuckian Is an incurable disease." In
addition to being a famous newspaperman, author, lecturer,
war correspondent, and humorist, Cobb was, indeed, the quintes
sential Kentuckian. Elliott will pass along the wit, humor, charm,
and literary genius from the remarkable career of the man who,
despite residing in Hollywood and NewYork, alwayssigned in as
"Irvin S.Cobb, Paducah, Kentucky."
Franklin Sousley, American Hero ^
You've seen the picture — the image of the U.S. Marines raising
the Stars and Stripes on Iwo Jima may very well be the most
famous photograph of all time. Did you ever wonder who those
six men are or ponder that each was some American woman's
baby boy? Or, does it matter who they are? Because when we
view the famous photograph all we see Is simply American
teamwork and victory: the names do not matter. However,
each of those men has a unique story. Elliott will share one
of those stories in this talk, that of Fleming County resident











Black in the 22nd Century
In 1889 James Weldon Johnson wrote what was commonly
known as the Negro national anthem, "Lift Evr'y Voice and
Slng."The last line of the first verse ends with the lyrics,"Let us
march on 'till victory is won." During the civil rights movement
of the 1950s and 1960s another anthem commonly sung was
the protest song, "We Shall Overcome," in which the last line of
the first verse ends with the lyrics, "We shall overcome some
day." More than one hundred years has past since Johnson's
great call for action, so what to do for the next hundred? "Black
In the 22nd Century" asks the question, what does victory look
like and what day will that be and who declares that it is here?
Life &Times ofMuhammad Ali ^ ^(DVDpiayer)
On October 1, 1975, Louisville's legendary hero is battered and
bruised but victorious after fourteen rounds of boxing with Joe
Frazler. While still out of breath he composes himself to let the
world know that "Louisville, Kentucky, is the greatest city in the
world!" Muhammad All's life story is one of the most unique in
the annals of American history. Ironically named after another
Kentuckian, the 19th century emancipationist, Cassius Marcellus
Clay (1810-1903), Ali would later reject the name, as he called it
his "slave name," to assert his new identity as a then follower of
the Nation of Islam. Rich and textured as any great opera, filled
with the backdrop of war, assassinations, millions of dollars, and
tons of characters, Muhammad Ali's life has comedy and tragedy
as well as triumph and despair. Follow his story from wanting to
fight the kidwho stole hisbiketo hisfight with Parkinson's disease.
Muhammad Ali is"The Greatest"of all time.
Y ^(DVDplayer)
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Featured Speakers
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John P. Ferre







Animals are People Too: Pet Heaven in Popular
Books •a (PowerPoint)
Three out of four Americans may believe In heaven, but if the
proliferation of books with titles such as ColdNosesat the Pearly
Gates and SpiritDogs:Heroes In Heaven is any indication, their
belief extends beyond humans to the pets that they care for. In
this presentation, Ferrewill examine the reasoning indozens of
popular books to show how religious orthodoxy in America is
In a state of flux.
Religion In Cyberspace: Messages from the
Medium •a (PowerPoint)
From e-mail and listservs to podcasts and social networks, Amer
ican are finding various ways to use the Internet for religious
purposes. Online religious traffic is soaring as religious groups
rush to develop their online presence and individuals look for
information about spirituality as well as ways to engage mean
ingfullywith others. In this talk, Ferrewill explore what religious
uses of the Internet reveal about faith in contemporary America.





Department ofTheatre and Dance
Northern Kentucky University




Hail to the Red, White & Black: A Look at "the
Colored Troops" of the Civil War CiVIL WAR
This talk looks at the roles of African-American soldiers during the
American Civil War. Oddly enough, these soldiers fought on both
sidesof the conflict.Thistalkfocuses particularly on Kentucky's Camp
Nelson where,according to some figures, more than 10,000 African-
American soldierswere encamped (including the recentlyreactivated
12th U.S. ColoredHeavyArtillery) makingItthe third largest recruiting
and trainingdepot forAfrican Americans inthe nation.
Wanted: Freedom —Dead or Alive! V
This talk explores and honors the lives and legacies of Kentucky
travelers on the Underground Railroad. Rare newspaper "wanted
notices for runaways" that provide fascinatingly detailed insight
into these courageous individuals inspired this talk. These and
other archival newspaper clippings along with texts from "Slave
Narratives," poems,and Negro spirituals givefurther texture to the
lives, personalities, and plightsof those who sought freedom by
any meansnecessary: somevia the Underground Railroad, others
via the "Train to Glory."
Lift Evr'y Voice and Sing! V
For African Americans throughout Kentucky and the country,
spirituals were the soundtracks upon which the Underground
Railroad movement rolled. Freedom songs later helped pave the
waytoward true liberation. Because of its particular geographical
and political positioning, Kentucky gave birth to Its own unique
musical expressions. Not all African Americans in Kentucky were
enslaved; therefore the reservoir of folk culture from which they
drew their characteristic forms of expression was rich and deep
— often without fixed boundaries between the sacred and the
secular. In this talk, Harris takes the audience on a musical history











The Crucial Years: Kentucky in the First
Two Years of the Civil War CiVIL War w
Why did Lincoln thinkto loseKentucky wouldbe to losethe whole
game? Why did Kentucky take the course it did? What were the
ramifications of its choices? In this cruel "Brother's War," Kentucky
playeda key role, and in this talk the personalities of the players,
the role of chance and choice, and the decisions made and not
made are all discussed.
A Power Trio: Henry Clay, MaryTodd, and _
Honest Abe w
Lincoln called Clay his beau ideal of a statesman. What influ
ence did Clayhave on Lincoln? How were the two men similar
and how were they different?Andwhat roledid MaryTodd play
in both men's lives? Klotter will focus on this power trio's per
sonalities while emphasizing their Kentucky connections.
Kentucky In World War II ^
As the number of surviving World War II veterans shrinks with
each passing day, Klotter says we should pause to remember
that momentous conflict and those who fought it This talk
looks at Kentuckians who fought abroad, those who did their
part at home, and the price paid by both. Klotter willconclude













Mountain Mourning: Southeastern Kentucky
Funeral Customs, 1880-1915
If you want to learn about a community's core values, explore
how they bury their dead. At the turn of the 20th century,
southeastern Kentuckians held firm to their traditional values of
family, community, and religion. Nowhere are their persistent
beliefs more evident than in the way they buried and memo
rialized their dead. The use of professional services was slow in
coming to the mountain area because of its low population and
its citizens' understanding of proper respect for deceased loved
ones. Although many of their customs are typical of other rural
Kentuckians, the delayed funeral was a regional response to the
challenges of terrain and communication in a time and place
where death was a frequent, unwelcome visitor. Southeastern
Kentuckians bore witness to their belief in the importance of
peaceful deaths, the existence of Heaven, eventual reunion with
the deceased, and their dependence on God.
Funny Little Thing Called Love
At the turn of the 20th century, the rules and American society's
expectations concerning courtship priorto marriage were chang
ing. Etiquette books and popular literature warned young men
and women against being casual in their interactions with the
opposite sex. Leap year, in particular, was celebrated at a time
when young women could bend the rules and be more direct in
their conquests of potential husbands. Across the state of Ken
tucky, men and women kept diaries and letters that give insights
into their interpretations of appropriate behavior.Yearbooks and
school literarymagazines commented on daily life. Through their
eyes,we viewthis funny littlething called love, Kentucky style.











Lawyer, Doctor, Funeral Director, and
Sheriff Stories ^
StoriGstoldbystate-widelawyers,doctors,funeral directors, and
sheriffs provide historical and personal insights relative to their
professional Jobs typically not available in formal records. The
stories they tell describe serious, dangerous, pitiful, and
humorous episodes, as well as numerous episodes in-between,
including descriptive accounts about life and times before the
advent of modern technology, marijuana growers, metham-
phetamine"meth" makers, and fatal users.
One-Room School Days ^
Stories told by former teachers about the one-room school era are
truly insightful and relative to life and times prior to television —
and even after, in many instances. Teachers and students walked
along dirt or muddy roads, crossed creek beds or rode horses or
mules to reach the secluded areas that were home to one-room
schoolhouses. In this talk, Montell relays the stories he collected,
which describe school-day events, teacher-student relationships,
students' personal relationships, lunch-time foods and activities,
stories about other teachers, and the importance of one-room
schools as viewed by their teachers.
More Kentucky Ghost Stories ^
Much of Kentucky's rich historical legacy is preserved in ghost
stories including those related to the Civil War, ancestors,
graveyards, murder victims, haunted spots on the landscape,
haunted houses, and ghostly lights and screams. Montell's talk
will also discuss the historic value of hearing and preserving
Kentucky's verbal legacy.









New Fiction: A Reading • T • (video/DVD)
Kentucky Poet Laureate Gurney Norman will present a one-
hour reading from his forthcoming books Ancient Creek and
Other Folktales, as well as excerpts from his novel in progress.
Crazy Quilt. Ancient Creek is contemporary fiction in the guise
of a folktale from the Kentucky/Appalachian tradition. An evil
king seeks to erase the community memories of local people
for whom storytelling has been the sustaining source. The
resistance to the Empire's oppressive rule is led by Jack, the
hero of the traditional Jack Tales. Crazy Quilt continues the
adventures of Wilgus Collier, the young protagonist of
Norman's book of short stories, Kinfolks. In Crazy Quilt, Wilgus
is a middle-aged editor and publisher of a small weekly news
paper in Kentucky. At age 53, Wilgus reflects on his own life
transition and social changes in contemporary America.
Literary Kentucky • f • (video/DVD)
In"Literary Kentucky," Norman will present a one-hour discussion
of contemporary Kentucky literature and its place in American
society. Following a brief survey of Kentucky's literary history, he
willfocus on the younger generation of writers who have emerged
in the past two decades. Themes will include the late 20th
century Appalachian literary renaissance, the emergence of the
Affrilachian poets, the influence of communications technology
on recent Kentucky writing, and the importance of local story
tellers and memory keepers. The discussion will be interesting
to readers, teachers, and writers seeking to know more about
Kentucky's literary tradition.







Music and the Genteel in Mid-19th Century America
Civil War V (nokeyboardorelectronlcpiano)
Beforethe days of recorded sound, the only music anyone heard
was performed live. Because of this phenomenon, a musical
ability served an integral part in polite society throughout the
19th century. Further, musical works also functioned as items
of topical interest, relating to newsworthy events, famous
people and places, societal issues, and many others. This talk will
explore the role of music in polite society, drawing upon Kentucky
compositions to explicate music among the genteel and its role
In shaping people's understandings of topical events in the era
of the War Between States. Focus will be given to both Union
and Confederate sides of the conflict, featuring detailed histori
cal context and live performance.
Commemorating the Civil War through
Fiddle Music CiVIL WAR If
Of all the events in our nation's history, few evoke such a strong
image as the Civil War. This phenomenon remains as true today
as it did for the witnesses to this cataclysmic conflict. Often
not a part of elite society, the average soldier and citizen of the
day would commemorate these events and its military leaders
through musical pieces on the one instrument of social equality:
the fiddle. Asa result, many Kentucky musicians preserved these
tunes through oral tradition. Entering into the mind-set of the
common citizenry though its fiddle music allows not only for a
rare glimpse into the personal ramifications of this conflict, but
also perhaps a greater understanding of the CivilWar itself This
presentation will focus on the events and people commemo
rated in Kentucky fiddle tunes, featuring oral history, social and
historical context, and live performance.
Speakers Bureau
Featured Speakers
MUSIC & CULTURAL HISTORY
Ron Pen
Director, JohnJacob Niles Center for
American Music









I Wonder as I Wander:
John Jacob Niles A (PomPointcomixiter/projectorQndsoundsystem)
Pen gives us a portrait of celebrated Kentucky musician John
Jacob Niles as told through sight and sound in the words of
Bob Dylan, Henry Miller, Jean Ritchie, and others. Niles is
revealed as a musician, singer, composer, author, flyer, inventor,
carver, artist, luthler, cook, builder, poet, farmer, folklorist, and
husband — all in one lifetime (1892-1980).
John Jacob Niles and (PowerPoint"smQrtcart"projector/computer
Singing Soldiers ^ arxlsourvisystem}
John Jacob Niles, iconic Kentucky musician, was a flyer in World
War I. During the "war to end all wars" he collected music from
African-American soldiers and published the collection as
Singing Soldiers, and from white doughboys he published
Songs that My Mother Never Taught Me. Through site and
sound, the musical world of World War I will be recreated
with particular emphasis on the music that Niles collected.










Blackacre State Nature Preserve




Photo by Pam SpauWing
Food Ways of the Kentucky Frontier
H A (Povi/er Point+laptop orcomputer)
In the 18th century, explorers and settlers coming through the
Cumberland Gap or floating down the Ohio River to what would
become Kentucky, certainly didn't have the option of stopping
along the highway for a quick snack, or even of packing a picnic
basket. How did these intrepid (and hungry) pioneers eat? Join
former Courier-Journal restaurant critic and travel writer, Susan
Reigler, for a culinaryjourney through the Kentucky frontier. Items
on the menu include leg of bear and pigeon pie. Whatever came
from the garden and from the day's shooting went into the pot to
simmer as an original Kentucky dish — burgoo. Believe it or not,
there were even some vegetarian pioneers, who managed much
more than nuts and berries. Recipes (and perhaps a sample or two)
provided for talk attendees.
How to Make Kentucky's State Parks YourBase Camps
for Exploring Civil War History
Civil War IA (PowerPoint +laptoporcomputer)
Most who are acquainted with the CivilWar in Kentucky know
of the pivotal Battle of Perryville, the site of which is preserved
as a Kentucky State Park near Danville. Many more Kentucky
places related to the Civil War are preserved in, or near, our
state parks.There are parks associated with both Abraham Lin
coln and Jefferson Davis.One park preserves the site of Ulysses
S. Grant's first victory in the conflict under his command. Yet
another commemorates a general whose name became a
whiskery English eponym. And where Union gunboats once
fired on a Confederate sympathizer's estate, golfers tee off by a
lake. Reigler will illustrate her talk with Pam Spaulding's photo
graphs from their Complete Guide to Kentucky State Parks.
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Tales from the Barrel — Stories Related to
America's Native Spirit — Bourbon
The vast majority of America's native spirit is made in Ken
tucky. Schmid will explore the reason that the Bluegrass State
became the home to the purest whiskey In the world. He will also
discuss the development of bourbon through stories starting with
the Whiskey Rebellion and ending post Prohibition. Some of the
stories are featured In Schmid's new book, The KentuckyBourbon
Cookbook (University Press of Kentucky, 2010), while other stories
did not make the final edit. Schmid is also the author of TheHospi
tality Manager's Guide to Wines, Beersand Spirits.
Culinary Tourism in Kentucky
Kentucky has a unique culinarytradition. Schmid will discuss the
development of Kentucky cuisineand will placesome of the dishes
In historicalperspective. Inaddition, Schmid will define the culinary
tourist as well as the concepts related to culinary and gastronomic
tourism. His talk will explore the industriesthat create tourism and
expenditures by tourists. Schmid will also touch on culinary dishes
that are considered authentic in the Bluegrass State and discuss the
development of culinary tourism.
Slow Food vs. Fast Food
We live life in the fast lane running from one event to another
leaving little time for the simple things like cooking. Instead
we rely on "fast food" to go with our fast lives. Schmid will
discusswhat we lose by not slowingdown to cook slowfood with
our family, and more importantly, what we gain with slow food.
Schmid will identifyways to begin family food traditions that will
last for generations. He will also discuss the benefit of teaching










Folk Medicine in Kentucky
Kentucky's folk medicine has its roots in the European settlement
of the regioninthe late 18th and 19th centuries.TheEnglish, Scots,
and Irish settlers to Kentucky brought with them plants unfamiliar
to the United States as a safeguard from the medical dangers they
would face. Plants and herbs are not the only form of folk medi
cal practice in Kentucky. Faith healers,blood stoppers, fireblowers,
and iridologists are folk medicine practitionersactive in Kentucky.
Folk healing is often transferred from family member to family
member according to specific practices. It Is in the telling of the
stories of FolkMedicine in Kentuckythat connects our past to the
present and suggests that perhaps the healing properties of folk
medicine lie in their powerful connection with family, community,
and the land.
The Painted Quilt Block: An Eight Foot by Eight
Foot Story of Kentucky Folklife
The Kentucky Clothesline of Quilts Trail is an open-air folk art
gallery, displaying swatchesofquiltpatterns affixed to the agricul
tural architecture of the Commonwealth. The trail of painted quilt
blocks has infused new life and new meaning to the once utili
tarian chore of quilting. Quilting classes, quilting bees, and "bed
turnings"are shedding the moth balls and opening the windows
to a new generation of quilters. The painted quilt blocks have ex
tended that once private artistic expression to the expression of
folk art in public spaces.Through Shaughnessy-Begay's work with
the Grayson County Clothesline of Quilts Project, she has discov
ered that these beautiful works of folk art tell a story beyond the
quilt pattern, colorscheme, and strokesofa paint brush.Owners of
the painted quilt blocks have accidentally become oral historians
of their property, their family, and their connection to their com
munity.The Kentucky Clotheslineof QuiltsTrail isa seriesof stories











Some of the Bluegrass is Black: The History and
Legacy of the Affrilachian Poets in Kentucky
I T I ^ (loptop connection for projector)
In 1991, Frank XWalker coined the term"Affrilachia"to describe
people of color living and working in the regionof Appalachia.
The Affrilachian Poets eventually grew from an informal writ
ing circle on the University of Kentucky's campus in the 1990s
cultivated by a burgeoning artistic wave in Lexington and the
region. Now, the Affrilachian Poets have more than doubled in
size, boasting twenty-four members. Affrilachian Poet Bianca
Spriggs-Floyd will guide you through the history of the group
and discuss the Importance of maintaining such abundant
diversity among Kentucky writers and audiences.
"The Afro that Ate Kentucky" and
Other Poems •
In this talk, Spriggs-Floyd willprovide a themed reading based
on cultivating awareness of cultural diversity in the state of
Kentucky. Having grown up in the Bluegrass State, her work
reflects the challenges and triumphs of Kentucky's history as a
border state — the lore,the people, and the land. Spriggs-Floyd
will discuss the creative process, how each poem was inspired
and edited into a final draft, and invite questions and dialogue
about the content. She is the author of Kaffir Lily, and her work
may be found in Appalachian Heritage Magazine, Torch, Ameri
ca! What'sMyName?ar\6 NewGrowth:RecentKentucky Writings.
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Fabulous Flappers: 1920s Fashion in the
Jazz Age •
Take a visual journey back to the 1920s, a time when women
bobbed their hair, hemlines rose, and societal norms changed
radically. This program will incorporate photos, fashion plates,
albums, and other materials in a look at fashion trends in the
1920s America with a particular emphasis on what the women of
Kentuckywere wearing.
Nature's Bounty as Interpreted in
Quilts &Textiles |
Nature has inspired generations of American quilters, weavers,
and fiber artists. Whether serving as a design element or provid
ing the pattern name, plants and animals have influenced the
design of many historic textiles, particularly quilts and coverlets,
and provided unique opportunities for the interpretation of the
glory of nature. This program is based on Power Point images
with a particular emphasis on quilts and coverlets with Kentucky
connections. Program hosts may wish to invite audience
members to bring their own quilts with natural themes for show
and tell after the talk.
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Georgia Green Stamper







Kentuckians are Storytellers: So Are
You Writing Yours Down? T
Storytelling is bred into the DNA of Kentuckians, or as Stamper
puts it, "Storytelling was the only thing that kept generations of
Kentuckians from going stark-raving mad during those long, cold
winters in the tobacco stripping room."Tlie stories, she contends,
play an essential role In binding family and community, and in
defining people. With humor and reflection. Stamper reads from
her personal stories of place and kin, encouraging her listeners to
remember and treasure their own.
Extraordinary Ordinary Kentuckians V
Stamper, a seventh-generation Kentuckian, is in love with
Kentuckians and their unique stories. From farmers in bath
robes who taught her the true meaning of the Christmas
story, to a shell-shocked housepainter who took her to Hell
on a train, to the 400-pound Nat Lee whose sour mash
whiskey won first prize at the World's Fair, Stamper's real-life
characters will stir the hearts of Kentucky audiences.
You Might as Well Laugh Mother Always Said ^
From country stores to country clubs, Kentuckians have ever been
known for their humorous stories about the everyday, stories that
also provide rapier insight into what is important and what is not.
In this entertaining presentation culled from her most popular NPR
commentaries. Stamper continues in this tradition. She explores
various challenges of her ordinary life in Kentucky — the state a
Gallup Poll has deemed "most mentally depressed" — including
her misadventures as a counterfeit southern cook and her experi
ence as a Decades Diet group leader in one of America's plumpest
states. And alwaysshe tiptoes along Erma Bombeck's"thin line that









"My Mother's Songs" T
Professor Tucker's grandmother was born slightly before the
Civil War and grew up as a farmer's wife with former slaves
as neighbors. They taught Tucker's grandmother their songs
which she in turn taught to his mother and she sang them
to Tucker and his siblings as children. This presentation will
include these songs and others, exciting stories about them,
and direct audience participation.
Take a Feather from a Ground Hog:
Eastern Kentucky Folk Medicine T
Tucker's presentation will involve more than thirty-five years of
collecting Eastern Kentucky folk remedies and the stories that go
along with them. Interviewing more than four thousand people
who lived in a time when hospitals and doctors were scarce in the
region. He has recorded his findings in a book-length manuscript






Became Southern: a Tale ofOutlaws,





Changing Perceptions: Turning Kentucky
into Horse Country • A iPowerPoint)
Science and lawlessness plagued Kentucky after the Civil War,
dissuadingwealthy capitalists of the Northeastfrombringing their race
horse-breedingoperationsto Kentucky. Bluegrass breedersdid not find
a way to persuade these wealthy men to buy horse farms in Central
Kentucky untilthe generation after the war. Itwas then that Kentucky's
identity changed from a border state to a southern state. This talk
reveals how this turn occurred in the national imagination and how it
sent the wealthyNortheastern men intodenialoverthe lawless culture
of Kentucky, bringing them to the Bluegrass, recenteringhorsecountry.
Icons of Rural Life Lost; The Mules
ofAppalachia U A (PowerPoint)
William Faulkner wrote, "Some Homer of the cottonfields should singthe
saga of the muleand of hisplacein the South." Thesame shouldbe said
about the mulesof Appalachia.This talkreflects on the cultural changes in
Eastern Kentucky asseenthroughthe popularity followed bythe decline in
the mountainsofthe mule: a creatureonce so ubiquitous that itwitnessed
every stageofthe transition from fodderto fuel.
My Old Kentucky Home: Fast Horses and
African American Free Towns IA (PowerPoint)
Numerous "free towns"or rural hamletsestablishedduringor after slavery
inCentral Kentucky produced much ofthe workforceneeded to maintain
the horsefarms that became iconic to the region. This talkisbuilt around
one of the most famous African American horseman that these hamlets
produced: champion jockey Jimmy Winkfield. Racism and lack ofopportu
nity drove himfrom the United Statesto Russia, wherehe rodefor royalty
and then escaped the Bolsheviks. Aflightaaoss mountainson horseback
eventually broughthimto France wherehebecamea highly praised jockey,
then a respected horse trainer,and a wealthy man.




Associate Professor of Philosophy










Assistant Professor of Speech and Theatre
Alice Lloyd College
100 Purpose Road




•Women ofthe Settlement Schools inKentucky
Diane P. Coon
Independent Scholar and Writer





• Elijah Mars: Adventurer, Soldier, Educator
•The Freedmen's Bureauin Kentucky
• Colorful Kentucky Civil War Skirmishes: the Hunter's Bottom
'Invincibles,' Giltner's Raid on Carrollton, the Battle at Paint







• Beverly Hills Supper Club Fire












• Ragtimeand StridePiano:Elite Syncopations,Fascinatin' Rhythms
• More Ragtime and Stride Piano
• Eubie Blake and American Ragtime
Terry Foody






• Infectious Disaster! The 1833 Lexington Cholera Epidemic







• Bystander or Activist? OneStep Ahead ofHitler—AJewish Child's
Journey through France






• Let'sTalkTurkey:Turkey Farming in Kentucky
James M.Prichard CiVIL WAR





• Embattled Capital: The CivilWar in Frankfort
• Into the FieryFurnace: Kentucky's Anti-Slavery Prisoners








• Crowing Hens: Pioneering Kentucky Women Performers








• From Pantry to Table: History, Recipes, and Other Gifts
•WorldWar II Romance:'Love You Dearly'














•ToWaxand Wane:The Dimming Lightsof the Entertainment
Industry of Cincinnatiand Northern Kentucky
• Singers and Musicians from the Encyclopediaof Northern Kentucky









•The Battle to Control and Shape the Memory of the Civil War
•The Reel Civil War: Hollywood and History
When booking these speakers, please be sure to ask about equipment needs.
Regional Travel Map
Some speakers have travel restrictions. Please
review their listing and check the map before
booking your event.
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Kentucky Chautauqua
IntroductionThrough our Kentucky Chautauqua program, the
Kentucky Humanities Council has brought to life more
than fifty fascinating people from Kentucky's past.
Each performer offers an historically accurate dramati
zation of an important Kentucky figure.
This year's Kentucky Chautauqua cast features twenty intrigu
ing stories from Kentucky history. With the observance of the
Civil War sesquicentennial in 2011-2015, now is a great time to
feature our Kentucky Chautauqua performers who have Civil
War connections (look for the Civil War notation —Civil War).
fliolo by Virginia Ci. Carter
Mel Hankia as frontiersman Simon Kenton.
Robert Brockportrays BillyHerndon, friend
and lawpartner ofAbraham Lincoln.
ijy The StoleJouinaUHiW'̂ Schiffer
George McGee portrays Henry Clay. He Is Kentucky
Chautauqua's most popular character.
How do I
Apply?
Please see pages 32-33 of this catalog or visit
www.kyhumanities.org for instructions on booking a
Kentucky Chautauqua performance.




* Limit one per season,




Photo bvVirainid G. C,irtor
The 16th President ofthe United States, Abraham Lincoln
is portrayed by Jim Sayre.
Guidelines
• Thanks to our underwriters and supporters, the
Kentucky Humanities Council will again offer reduced-cost
Chautauqua performances in 2010-2011.
• Through support from the National Endowment for
the Humanities, reduced-cost Chautauqua performances
will be available to Kentucky schools. Please see pages
34-35 for details.
• A non-profit sponsor is limited to one reduced-cost
Kentucky Chautauqua program during the year. No
exceptions. The reduced cost is $175.
• Chautauqua is intended for audiences of 40 or more.
Please do not schedule smaller groups.
'Kireu;
Ethan Smith portrays Orphan
Brigade memberJohnny Green.
Anna Mac Clarke was a military pioneer. She is portrayed
by Haley McCoy.
• A sponsor who desires additional Chautauqua
performances may purchase them at full cost — $450
per program. You may charge admission to performances
your group has purchased at full price.
• Kentucky Chautauqua performances are only sched
uled through the application process using the form on
page 33 of this catalog.
• Please remember to contact the performer and
confirm arrangements for reduced-cost or full-cost
programs before submitting an application. If you don't,
your program will not take place as planned.
For more information: Catherine Ferguson, 859.257.5932 or catherine.ferguson@uky.edu
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Lucy Bakewell Audubon
A Kentucky Love Story • 1787-1874
5
Ithough itseems like a modem-daysoap opera,the
mW 19th century marriage of Lucy Audubon to John
James Audubon (the famed naturalist, artist, and
K I author ofThe Birds ofAmerica) was filled with emo
tion. It was not easy being married to a creative yet unreliable
geniusas Audubon, but Lucy wasa woman willing to rise above
itall. Inthe words ofone Audubon biographer,Lucy was'the spur
to his ambition and the balanced wheel to his character." Lucy
wasincredibly devoted to herhusband,and she madeenormous
sacrifices and suffered publicscornas she supported histalents.
TheAudubons spent manyyears in Kentucky, asJohn dabbled
in the merchandising business. Though his business ventures
failed and hisfamily losteverything in the economic depression
of1819, hedevotedmoretimeto his talent,spendinghoursinthe
woodswhile Lucy became the breadwinner for their family. She
remained steadfast as his confidant and the love of his life, contin
ually defending histalentsas an artistand ornithologist. Without
her support, Audubon's book might neverhave been published.
Lucy's storyisone of love, lies, disappointment, an internal strug
gle overherever-changing role in her family, abandonment, sac
rifice, and, finally, redemption. This isthe storyof the Audubons
through Lucy's eyes. It is perhaps one of the best Kentucky love
stories. In hiswords,"With her, was Inot always rich?"
Portrayed by Kelly OXonnell Brengelman
P.O. Box4254; Midway, KY40347
859.846.9177 (H); 859.806.6592 (C)
kellybrengelman@windstream.net
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Daniel Boone
Pathfinder - 1734-1820
Daniel Boone was alegend even before
his death, but much of what Americans
think they know about him is off the mark.
Neither a backwoods bumpkin nor an epic
slayer of Indians, Boone was an intrepid explorer and
natural leader whose actual exploits amply justify his
larger-than-life reputation. He played a crucial role in
the exploration and settlement of Kentucky and the
American west. Scott New has prepared two Boone pro
grams. Please tell him which you prefer when booking.
Coming into Kentucky: Boone first seriously explored
Kentucky in 1769 as a market hunter. In 1775, he led the
expedition that founded Fort Boonesborough in Madi
son County. This is the exciting story of those early days
of Kentucky settlement.
The Siege of Boonesboro: In 1778, the Shawnees
captured Boone and almost 30 of his men while making
salt at the Blue Licks. He escaped and led the defense
of Fort Boonesborough against a Shawnee and British
siege. Boone's testimony to new Kentucky settlers tells
the dramatic story of a key episode of the American
Revolution in Kentucky.
Portrayed by Scott New




Revolutionary War Hero • 1752-1818
George Rogers Clark, atall, talented Virginian,
came to Kentucky as a surveyor, but it was
as a military leader during the Revolutionary
War that he made his mark. In 11ll Clark won
approval from Virginia governor Patrick Henry (Kentucky
was then a Virginia county) for a secret mission to attack
British posts north of the Ohio River. Clark's party — 175
soldiers and a small band of settlers — set up camp
on Corn Island near the falls of the Ohio River in
May 1778. The next month Clark launched a brilliant
campaign into present-day Illinois and Indiana,
defeating the British and their Indian allies and secur
ing the Northwest Territory for the young United States.
Meanwhile, the settlers Clark had brought along moved
from Corn Island to the Kentucky shore, founding the
city of Louisville In late 1778. His war exploits marked the
peak of Clark's career. Plagued by debts, drinking and
poor health, he spent his later years living in Louisville.
Overshadowed by his brother William, of Lewis and Clark
fame, he never got the credit he thought he had earned.
Portrayed by Met Hankia





nna Mac Clarke didn't put up with second-
MM class treatment from anybody, including
the U.S. Army. A native of Lawrenceburg,
K H Clarke graduated from Kentucky State
College in 1941. Rejecting domestic work — the only job
a black college graduate could get in Lawrenceburg in
those days — she left Kentucky to work at a Girl Scout
Camp in New York state.
After the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7,1941,
Clarke volunteered for the Women's Auxiliary Army Corps
(renamed Women's Army Corps in 1943). During officer's
training in Iowa, she led the successful opposition to a pro
posal to segregate black soldiers in their own regiment. At
Douglas Army Airfield in Arizona, Lt. Clarke made history
when she became the first black WAC officer to command
a white unit. And she made national news after her protest
against segregated seating In the base theater convinced
the commanding officer to ban segregation on the base.
Just a few weeks later, Clarke died of complications from a
ruptured appendix. She was 24.
A/ofe; This program isnot available untilApril1,2011
Portrayed by Haley McCoy
201 Shannon Court; Lexington, KY40511
606.627.1842 • haleysmccoy@gmail.com
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Henry Clay
Kentucky's Great Statesman • 1777-1852
Civil War
bove all, Henry Clay wanted to be president
MW of the United States. Despite never quite
making it — he ran and lost three times
^ between 1824 and 1844 —Clay played a large
role in the history of his country, which he served as a sena
tor, speaker of the house, and secretary of state.
Born and educated in Virginia, Clay moved to Kentucky
and set up a law practice in Lexington in 1797. Elected
to the state legislature in 1803, he took a seat in the U.S.
Senate in 1810. For more than 40 years he was a major
player on the national political scene, renowned for his
oratory and devotion to the Union. Slavery posed a great
political and personal quandary for Clay. A slaveholder
himself, he advocated gradual emancipation and coloni
zation in Africa. He opposed extension of slavery into the
new western states, but argued Congress had no right to
interfere with slavery where it already existed. Attacking
abolitionists in 1839, he said he would "rather be right
than presidenf'The speech cost him the 1840 Whig presi
dential nomination.
Portrayed by George McGee
Georgetown College
Box 198; Georgetown, KY 40324
502.863.8162 • george_mcgee@georgetowncollege.edu
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Rosemary Clooney
A Sentimental Journey • 1928-2002
H H vhat makes Rosemary Clooney's life so
I m fascinating, so charmed and charged with
Wmmm intrigue and great challenge? First and fore-
most, it is the sheer power of her talent, her
girl-next-door appeal, her love of music, art and drama, and
her love for her home state of Kentucky. But behind this
small-town-girl-rises-to-fame story is also one of extraordi
nary perseverance and dedication, one that teaches that it Is
possible to overcome the worst to become the best.
Rosemary was born in Maysville in 1928 and became an
Internationally known singer of pop, big band, and jazz
music. She recordedwith big-name labelsand some ofthe great
est musicians of her time — Bing Crosby, Gene Autry, Nelson
Riddle, and Frank Sinatra. However, through her rise to fame
she encountered many obstacles — having a constantly travel
ing mother and alcoholic father, raising five children through
the turmoil of a failed marriage, witnessing the assassination of
friend and presidential candidate Bobby Kennedy, and even
tually suffering from drug-induced psychosis. Yet, she always
rebounded with resilience, just as her mother told her she would.
"You're the oldest, Rosle. You'll manage," her mother would say.
Before her death in2002, Clooneyresurrected her career,married
the loveof her life, and continued to keep her family and her love
of Kentucky as her top priorities.
Portrayed by BetStewart




Death Before Slavery • c. 1833-1858
Civil War
argaret Garner was a Kentucky slave
mm mm who ran away and got caught — a com-
m^mm mon story. We remember Garner be-
m ^ m cause she was the runaway who killed
one of her own children rather than see the child
returned to slavery. The story began In January 1856 when
17 northern Kentuckyslaves made a mass escape across the
frozen Ohio River to Cincinnati, where they took refuge in
the house of Elijah Kite, a former slave who had once been
their neighbor.
Before Garner and her family — husband Robert and
four children — could leave to head farther north, the
slave owners and several deputies surrounded the Kite
house. After a gun battle, the slaves were subdued, but
not before Margaret had cut her daughter Mary's throat
and tried to kill her other children. She later said she
wanted to end their suffering rather than have them
"taken back to slavery and be murdered by piece meal."
The case drew national attention. Instead of being tried
in Ohio, Garner was sent to a Covington jail and later
sold down the river. She died in Mississippi.
Portrayed by Erma Bush
Scheduling contact: Juanita White
10203 Cambrie Court; Louisville, KY40241
502.327.7885
Johnny Green
An Orphan's Survival • 1841-1920
Civil War
M ohnny Green was 19 when the Civil War broke
V out, and was one of the only soldiers in the
Orphan Brigade alive when it ended. Orphan
Brigade soldiers were unable to return to their
home state of Kentucky until the war was over — lest they
be tried for treason — because they chose to fight for the
Confederacy. Though he had learned to love the Union,
as his mother was from Boston, Green felt passionately
that states should have the right to govern themselves.
And when President Abraham Lincoln called for men and
arms. Green left his job in Florence, Ala.,to travel to Bowl
ing Green, Ky., to join the Confederacy on the day before
his 20th birthday. Green's story, as detailed in a journal he
wrote for his daughters years later, provides extraordinary
accounts of courage and bravery, and brings the story of
the Orphan Brigade to life.
Portrayed by Ethan Sullivan Smith
209 5. MillerSt.; Cynthiana, KY 41031
859.235.0225 - 859.537.9558 (C)
esmith6@georgetowncollege.edu
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Justice John Marshall Harlan
The Great Dissenter • 1833-1911
Civil WarDuring his 33-year tenure on the US. Supreme
Court, Justice John Marshall Harlan dissented in
some of the court's most important civil rights
cases,earning himthe titleof'The Great Dissenter '̂
Inone of the most famousdissentsin U.S. SupremeCourthistory, Plessy
V. Ferguson, which upheldthe constitutionalityofsegregation, Harlan wrote:
"Our constitution is color-blind, and neither l<nows nor tolerates classes
amongcitizens, inrespectofdvil rights, all citizensare equalbefore the law."
His words were an inspiration during the Civil RightsMovement to
Thurgood Marshall, NAACP chiefcounselwho would laterbe appoint
ed to the Supreme Court. Marshall cited the dissent as he argued to
end segregation in the 1954case Brown v. BoardofEducation.
Though Harlan wasborninBoyle County toa prominent slaveholding fem-
ily, and was oncea slaveholder himself, he fought for the Union during the
Civil War after graduating from Centre College andearning his law degreeat
Transylvania. As he became involved inKentucky politics —being elected as
county judgeofFranklin County and Kentucky attomey general, and running
two unsuccessful campaigns for governor inthe early 1870s — his political
leanings shifted, andhebecame a major force intheRepublican Party.
He was often chastised for contradicting himself politically, being
oncea slaveholderand laterone ofslavery's biggestopponents. ButHar
lanalways maintainedthat the lawaffordedhimthe rightto change his
mind — and hissupport forequal rightsafter the Civil Warnever waned.
Portrayed by Dr. Edward B. Smith
209 5. MillerSt; Cynthiana, KY41031
859.235.0225; 502.863.8042 (W); 859.492.9163 (C)
ed_smith@georgetowncollege.edu
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Emilie Todd Helm
Rebel in the White House • 1836-1930
Civil War
s the sister of Mary Todd Lincoln and
Mm the wife of Confederate Gen. Benjamin
Hardin Helm, Emilie Todd Helm had a front
H rov</ view of history during and after the
Civil War. She and her husband knew the Lincolns very
well. Benjamin Helm turned down a personal offer from
Lincoln to become paymaster of the Union Army with
the rank of major, choosing instead to join the Confed
eracy and become the president's "rebel brother-in-law."
After Helm was killed at Chickamauga, President and Mrs.
Lincoln invited Emilie to come to the White House. As a
southern loyalist and widow of the commander of the
famous Orphan Brigade, her presence in the While House
aroused protests. Lincoln defended his right to have any
one he chose as his guest, but Helm soon departed for
Kentucky, where she lived out her long life.
She weathered the ordeals of the war and reconstruction
and landed in Eiizabethtown, where three consecutive pres
idents appointed her postmistress. Helm attended many
Confederate reunions, where she was hailed as the mother
of the Orphan Brigade.
Portrayed by Betsy B, Smith





One Man's Lincoln • 1818-1891
Civil WarFriends and law partners for 18 years,
Billy Herndon felt he knew Abraham
Lincoln better than Abraham Lincoln knew
himself. That's why he was confident his
biography of Lincoln would tell a story that was
honest and true to Lincoln's character. In 1861, as he
was leaving to be Inaugurated president, Lincoln told
Herndon to keep his name on the shingle outside their
office because he Intended to return someday. But he
would not.
After Lincoln's assassination, Herndon dedicated
his life to collecting materials for a definitive biog
raphy of the 16th president. When It was published
24 years later, Herndon's critics labeled him as an
angry, contemptuous alcoholic who painted a nega
tive portrait of Lincoln and his wife, Mary Todd.
In Herndon's eyes, however, he presented Lincoln
unvarnished, a great man in all his humanity, neither
saint nor villain. Is Herndon's story the true story of
Abraham Lincoln? You be the judge.
Portrayed by Robert Brock




Black Patch War Hero • 1895-1975
H H hen the Night Riders attacked the Hollow-
ell farm in Caldwell County on the night of
May 2,1907, one of them boasted, "We Night
V Riders fearnojudgeorjury!"Young Price Hol
lowell, who saw everything they did, made them eat those
words in one of the most remarkable episodes of the Black
Patch War, a western Kentucky conflict that featured may
hem and murder not seen inthose parts sincethe Civil War.
Low tobacco prices caused the Black Patch War, named
after the dark leafgrown in west Kentucky and Tennessee.
The American Tobacco Company was paying less for dark
tobacco than it cost farmers to grow it. Farmers fought
back by forming the Planters'ProtectiveAssociation, whose
members withheld tobacco from the market. When this
strategy did not produce higher prices, some members —
the Night Riders — resortedto violence against farmers, like
the Hollowells, whorefused to honor the boycott.The Night
Riders ranthe Hollowells out ofthe state,but they returned,
filed a federal lawsuit, and, thanks In large part to Price's
testimony, won damages of $35,000.
Portrayed by Ethan Sullivan Smith
209 S.MillerSt.; Cyr^thiana, KY4W31
(859)235-0225; (859) 537-9558 (C)
esmith6@georgetowncollege.edu
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Grandpa Jones
Country musician and comic • 1913-1998
Louis Marshall Jones, better known as Grandpa,
was the son of Henderson County sharecroppers.
Hard times drove the familynorth to Akron, Ohio,
in the late 1920s. Jones, who had a repertoire of
songs learned from his parents andthe radio, won a talent
contest that led to regularworkon an Akron radio station.
That launched a career that lasted more than 60 years. It
was during tourswith country music star (and fellow Ken-
tuckian) Bradley Kincaid inthe 1930s that Jonesdeveloped
the Grandpa persona he used the rest of his life.
Jones wrote manyof his most popular songs. Like many
old-time musicians, he struggled during the rock-and-roll
craze of the 1950s — he toured Canada and tried his hand
at early television. Beginning in 1969, television brought
Jones fame as a member of the original cast of "Nee Haw,"
which showcased his skills as a vaudeville comic. Grandpa
Jones was inducted into the Country Music Hall of Fame
in 1978. He never retired, suffering a fatal stroke after a
performance at the Grand DieOpry in 1998.
Portrayed by David Hurt
2367 Sullivan Lane; Frankfort, KY 40601
502.352.7503 - elkhorndave@hotmail.com
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Simon Kenton
Frontiersman • 1755-1836
Thinking he had killedaboy inafight overagirl, Simon
Kentonfledwest fromVirginia at age 16.Hewas wrong
—he had only knocked his rival unconscious — but
the incident launched him on a life of high adventure.
By the time he was 20, Kenton had fetched up on the Kentucky
shore of the Ohio River in what is now Mason County. He pro
ceeded to carve out a remarkable career as an explorer and
frontiersman. Aself-appointed we!comer-in-chief, he personally
greeted early settlers as they arrived in what was then the far
west. Kenton became a wealthy man, but lost his land. Unable to
read orwrite, he spenthis final years inpoverty inOhio.
His Life and Period:Acrippled up old Simon, reminisces tell
ing his life's story. Respected for his knowledge ofthe land and
competence as a woodsman by pioneers and Indians alike,
Kenton was a key figure in opening upandkeeping thefrontier
saferfor allof north and central Kentucky.
Kentucicy Scout:The Indians knew Kenton as"the man whose
gun is never empty" for his skill ofrunning and reloading his
faithful flintlockat the same time. He risked his lifeto save many
future Kentucklans, not the least of whom was his lifelong
friend Daniel Boone.
Portrayed by Mel Hankia





Coon Creek Girl • 1917-1985
H M V hen Liiy May Ledford was a young girl grow-
I m ing up in amusical family in eastern Kentucky's
Mm mm Red River Gorge, she wanted a fiddle so badly
that she traded her most precious possession
— a box of crayons — for a broken-down instrument that
didn't have strings, tuning pegs, or a bow. She eventually
became better known for banjo picking than fiddling, but
that old fiddle helped launch a career that brought Lily May
and her Kentucky mountain music to a national audience.
In 1936, Ledford went to Chicago to perform on WLS
Radio's National Barn Dance. The next year her manager,
John Lair, assembled a string band featuring Ledford's
distinctive banjo style. Called the Coon Creek Girls, it was
the first all-female string band. In 1939, the group began
an 18-year run on the Renfro Valley Barn Dance radio
show. That same year they played at the White House for
President and Mrs. Roosevelt and their guests, the King
and Queen of England. The king tapped his toe in spite of
himself.The Coon Creek Girls disbanded in 1957.
Portrayed by Sandy Harmon
843 Watsor) Lar)e; Henderson, KY42420
270.827.2983
Abraham Lincoln
"I, too, am a Kentuckian" • 1809-1865
Civil WarBornonafarm in what is now LaRue County, Ky.,
Abraham Lincoln spent his early years in the
Commonwealth. His family moved to Indiana
when he was 7, partly because of his father's
opposition to slavery, and never returned. But as his
native brilliance and burning political ambition carried
him to the presidency and greatness — a panel of histo
rians recently chose him as the most influential American
who ever lived — Lincoln always had connections with
his native state.
In his law office in Springfield, III., he had a law partner
from Green County, Ky. named William Herndon, who later
wrote a biography of Lincoln. His best friend in Springfield
was Joshua Speed, a son of Louisville's prominent Speed
family; and in Springfield he found a wife from Kentucky,
MaryTodd, the daughter of a well-known Lexingtonfamily.
Lincoln visited Kentucky to see the Speeds and his in-laws,
and took the great Kentucky statesman Henry Clay as his
political hero. During the Civil War Lincoln was unpopular
in Kentucky, but when he said, "I too am a Kentuckian," no
one could dispute It.
Portrayed by Jim Sayre
1495AltonStation Road; Lawrenceburg, KY40342
502.839.7191 *lincolna@dcr.net




Frontier Surgeon • 1771 -1830
OnChristmas Day 1809,1,000 miles away from
the nearest hospital and 35 years before the
discovery of anesthesia, Dr. Ephraim McDow
ell removed a 22-pound ovarian tumor from
the abdomen of a 46-year-old woman. It was the world's
first ovariotomy, and it eventually brought McDowell
worldwide acclaim asthefather of abdominal surgery.
The patient, JaneTodd Crawford, had ridden three days
on horseback to reach McDowell's home in Danville, Ky.,
to have the operation. The medical authorities of the
day were convinced that opening the abdomen meant
certain death, so McDowell was far from sure that the
surgery would succeed. He told Crawford he would
proceed only if she "thought herself prepared to die."She
said she was ready, but they needn't have worried. She
came through with flying colors and in less than a month
was on the way home to Green County.
She lived another 32 years. Dr. McDowell's boldness
had saved Crawford's life, and paved the way for surgeries
that have since saved an untold number of lives.
Portrayed by L Henry DoweU
329 Biloxi Drive; Nicholasville, KY40356
859.553.2059 *lher)ryd@yahoo.com
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Pee Wee Reese
Hall of Famer • 1918-1999
Harold Henry Reese got his famous
nickname Pee Wee from a marble he used
when he was a boy. The name fit because
he did turn out to be a man of modest stat
ure, but by every measure you could apply to an ath
lete — teamwork, leadership, determination, winning,
grace under pressure — Pee Wee Reese was a giant.
Born in Meade County, Ky., Reese grew up in Louisville.
At 19, he quit his job at the telephone company to
play professional baseball for the Louisville Colonels.
By 1940, he had reached the big leagues, playing for
the Brooklyn Dodgers at storied Ebbets Field. As cap
tain, shortstop, and lead-off man, he led the Dodgers
to seven pennants and, in 1955, a World Series win over
the New York Yankees. Inducted Into the Baseball Hall
of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y., in 1984, his plaque
there also records the powerful example he set when
Jackie Robinson joined the Dodgers in 1947 as the
major leagues'first black player. Reese's acceptance and
support of Robinson were instrumental in breaking down
baseball's color barrier.
Portrayed by Dick Usher
194 Capp Springs Road; Beriton, KY42025





During the 42 years he coached the University
of Kentucky basketball team, Adolph Rupp
raised the game to near-religious status in the
Commonw/ealth. Basketball took its place next
to horses, coal, and bourbon as a Kentucky cultural icon.
Rupp's teams won 880 games, four national champion
ships, and one Olympic gold medal. There was a flip side to
ail this success — the team was suspended for the 1952-53
season after a point-shaving scandal, and Rupp was heavily
criticized for taking too long to integrate the Kentucky
basketball program.
Adolph Rupp grew up in Kansas, the son of Immigrant
farmers. He played three years of varsity basketball at the
University of Kansas, but never scored a point. He began
his coaching career in Kansas, but soon moved on to high
schools in Iowa and Illinois. The University of Kentucky hired
him in 1930. Rupp's genius for public relations and his team's
winning ways combined to make Kentucky basketball a
statewide phenomenon, a point of pride around which
Kentuckians of all stripes still rally.
Portrayed by Dr. Edward B. Smith
209 S.MillerSt.; Cynthiona, KY41031
859.235.0225; 502.863.8042 (W); 859.492.9163 (C)
ed_smith@georgetowncollege.edu
Dinnie Thompson
No Ordinary Woman • 1857-1939
Civil War/naway. Miss Dinnie Thompson was ordinary,awork
aday person who was never rich or famous. But, as a
representative of all those black Kentucky women
who endured prejudice and hardship just to make a
living in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, she is any
thing but ordinary. Dinnie was born a slave in the household
of a member of Louisville's renowned Speed family. Her
mother was a freedom-loving woman who hid Dinnie away
on several attempts to escape across the Ohio River. They
were caught every time.
After emancipation in 1865, Miss Dinnie worked for
almost 30 years as a laundress. Then, for 26 years, she was
a maid at Louisville's Neighborhood House, which helped
European immigrants adapt to American life. There she
became friends with a young social worker named
Elizabeth Wilson. Through their friendship. Miss Dinnie
Thompson's extraordinary story has been preserved as a
testimony to the memory of thousands of'ordinary"women
like her.
Portrayed by Erma Bush
Schedulir)g contact: Juariita White
10203 Cambrte Court; Louisville, KY40241
502.327.7885
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Tips
for a successful program
• Publicize your program effectively. Feel
free to duplicate any part of this catalog
for use in your publicity efforts. (Kentucky
Chautauqua program sponsors will receive
a publicity kit.) Afew publicity suggestions:
• Send news releases (preferably by
e-mail) to newspapers and broadcastRlions
end a newsletter announcing the
gram to members of your group
• Post flyers in prominent community
locations
• Send Chautauqua photo postcards to
any mailing lists you can get
• Arrange a telephone publicity campaign
• Sponsors of Kentucky Humanities
Council presentations must acknowledge
support from the Council and regional
underwriters in all publicity materials and
event programs. Printed credits should
read, "This program was funded in part by
the Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. and
[insert regional sponsor here]." (Regional
sponsors can be found on the inside front
cc^r of this catalog.) We will supply cop-
ieKf the Kentucky Humanities Council
lo^ if needed.
• Confirm more than once. One week
before your program, call the presenter to
review arrangements.
• Remember, the presenter may have a
long drive, so please put the Kentucky
Humanities Council presentation before
the business part of your agenda, espe
cially at evening events.
• When you introduce your presenter, be
sure to acknowledge the support of the
Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc. and the
regional underwrlter(s) in your area.
• Immediately after your program takes
place, send in the evaluation form.
• The Kentucky Humanities Council will pay
the presenter directly.
2010-1 ] Whole Humanities Catalog
How do I
Apply?
Schedule a Kentucky Humanities Council
Speakers Bureau or Kentucky Chautauqua
program by following these easy steps.
®
1 Contact your selected speaker or Chautauqua
performer at least four weeks before your program
to find out of he or she will be available to speak to
your group. Please contact your presenter before
applying to the Kentucky Humanities Council. If
you don't, your program will not take place as you
planned.
2 Complete the application form and return it to the
* Kentucky Humanities Council office, along with the
appropriate booking fee, at least two weeks before
your scheduled program. You can find the appropri
ate booking fee on the next page. Speakers not list
ed in this catalog may also qualify for funding with
advance Kentucky Humanities Council approval. Call
the council office (859.237.5932) for information.
2 Await notification from the Kentucky Humanities
* Council that your program has been approved. You
will receive a contract packet in the mail.
>1 Sign the contract, confirmation form and the certi-
* fication form and return them to the council within
two weeks of receipt. This is your contract with us.
C Send the confirmation form to your presenter.
* The Kentucky Humanities Council will pay the
presenter directly. Sponsors are responsible for
lodging, if needed.
2010-11 Speakers/Chautauqua Application




Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):,






Date and time of program:
Location (street address or building, and town);
2010-11 Speakers/Chautauqua Application




Estimated audience (40 minimum for Chautauqua):.






Date and time of program:.
Location (street address or building, and town):
Return application form, with booking fee, to:











" Limit one per season
$450
for-profit organizations
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m
For Our Teachersrhe Kentucky Chautauqua programs In this catalog are entertaining
and educational and they are available to your classroom! Thanks to
We the People funding from the National Endowment for the Humani
ties, the Kentucky Humanities Councii, Inc. is able to underwrite most
of the costs of Kentucky Chautauqua living historydramas in Kentucky schools.
Programs are booked on a first-come,first-served basis while funding lasts.
The Kentucky Humanities Council will provide:
• A Kentucky Chautauqua presentation of about 45 minutes followed by a
discussion. Please limit audience to 75 or less per performance. You may book
more than one performance on a single day.
• Core content information by grade level, by character, and for both social
studies and arts and humanities.
• A brief history of the character and his or her contributions to U.S. and
Kentucky history.
• Pre-and post-performance questions.
• A ready-to-use introduction for the performance.
• Lodging, if needed, for the presenter.






* Available on first-come, first-served
basis while funding lasts
Curriculum Ideas
One way to make Kentucky Chautauqua effective as a classroom tool is to integrate a performance Into a unit In your
curriculum. Reference this chart for a number of unit topics you may be teaching.
TOPIC CHAUTAUQUA CHARACTER
Colonial Days, Age of Revolution Daniel Boone,George Rogers Clark, HenryClay, Simon Kenton, Dr. Ephraim McDowell
Growth and Expansion, Lewis
& Clark, Railroads
Daniel Boone, George Rogers Clark, Simon Kenton, Dr. Ephraim McDowell
Civil War, Abraham Lincoln,
Slavery, Underground Railroad
Henry Clay, Margaret Garner, Johnny Green, Justice John Marshall Harlan,
EmilieTodd Helm, Billy Herndon, Abraham Lincoln, Miss DinnieThompson
Immigration Lucy Bakewell Audubon, Daniel Boone, Miss Dinnie Thompson
Kentucky Music Rosemary Ciooney, Grandpa Jones, Lily May Ledford
Medicine Dr. Ephraim McDowell
Sports History Pee Wee Reese, Adolph Rupp
World War II Anna Mac Clarke
Civil Rights Anna MacClarke, Justice John Marshall Harlan, Price Hollowell, Pee Wee Reese
Coal and Energy John C.C. Mayo
Democracy in Kentucky All characters
Kentucky Culture All characters
Economics in Kentucky All characters
Geography In Kentucky All characters
Kentucky History All characters
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Chautauqua in the Schools
How do I
Apply?
Schedule a Kentucky Humanities
Council Chautauqua in theSchools
program byfollowing these easysteps.
1 Contact your selected Chautauqua per-
• former to find out if he or she will be
available to speak to your group. Please
make contact before applying to the
Kentucky Humanities Council. If you
don't your program will not take place
as you planned.
2 Complete the application form and
* return it to the Kentucky Humanities
Council office, along with the $150
booking fee per presentation. Call
the Kentucky Humanities Council
(859.257.5932) for more information.
O Await notification from the Kentucky
* Humanities Council that your program
has been approved. You will receive a
contract packet in the mail.
Sign the contract, confirmation
* form and the certification form
and return them to the Kentucky
Humanities Council within two weeks
of receipt
Send a confirmation form to your
* presenter. The Kentucky Humanities






(Please include booking fee)
Name of school
Estimated audience{s) (75 maximum):





Date and time of program(s):
Location (street address or building, and town);
Return application form,
with $150 booking fee for each
presentation, to:
Kentucky Humanities Council, Inc.
206 East Maxwell Street
Lexington, KY 40508
www.kyhunnanities.org
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